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Abstract: Colleges and universities with national defense education characteristics are an important part of the higher education system with Chinese characteristics, and the aviation and national defense culture contains a strong patriotic sentiment of serving the country, which provides strong spiritual support for the construction of a Chinese-style modernized power and the adherence to and development of socialism with Chinese characteristics in the new era. Under the new situation, exploring the integration of aviation national defense culture into the ideological and political education of colleges and universities with national defense education characteristics is conducive to better promoting aviation national defense culture, strengthening the ideological and political education of colleges and universities with national defense education characteristics, and cultivating a batch of newcomers of the times who are excellent in ideology and skills for the construction of a modern and powerful Chinese-style country.
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1. Logical Rationale for The Integration of Aviation Defence Culture into The Ideological and Political Education of Universities in The New Era of Defence Education Features

Strengthening aviation and national defence culture education is an inevitable way of national talent cultivation. By strengthening the ideological and political education of students, colleges and universities with national defence education characteristics provide ideological value leadership to students, and constantly nourish the kernel of the teaching of college and university civic and political courses through the spiritual nourishment of aviation and national defence culture, and expand the platform of resources for college and university civic and political courses. Promoting aviation and national defence culture can cultivate college students' patriotism and patriotism, and guide them to dedicate themselves to aviation and national defence. Therefore, profoundly excavating the core of aviation and national defence culture, continuing the spiritual form of aviation and national defence culture, and reforming and innovating the Civics and Political Science course with aviation and national defence culture can help integrate aviation and national defence culture into the Civics and Political Science course, and create a more fertile soil for the development of aviation and national defence and the cultivation of the spirit of patriotism in the new China.

1.1. Value goals of ideological and political education in colleges and universities in line with the characteristics of national defence education

Aviation defense culture belongs to the category of socialist culture and ideology, which is the spiritual culture created by people based on the practice of aviation defense, and the ideology connoted by aviation defense culture fits the value goal of ideological and political education of colleges and universities with national defense education characteristics, while ideological and political education is the main channel of casting souls and educating people, so it is reasonable to integrate aviation defense culture into the ideological and political education of colleges and universities with national defense education characteristics.

As an important part of Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era, the scientific connotation of aviation national defense culture fits the value goal of ideological and political education in colleges and universities with national defense education characteristics. Aviation national defense culture enriches the content supply of ideological education in the ideology class of colleges and universities with national defense education characteristics, broadens the theoretical source of ideological education in the ideology class of colleges and universities with national defense education characteristics, and can provide correct value guidance for college students.

1.2. Nourishing the pedagogical kernel of ideological and political education in colleges and universities with defence education characteristics

To do a good ideological and political education theory course, teaching content is the key, to continue to expand the
teaching content of the ideological and political courses of universities with national defense education characteristics, continuing the spiritual genes of aviation national defense culture, and strengthening the cultural foundation of the ideological and political courses of universities with national defense education characteristics, first of all, it is necessary to continue the rich connotation of aviation national defense culture, and constantly enrich the content resources of the ideological and political courses of universities with national defense education characteristics, which can help to cultivate a person's soul. The teaching content of the Civics class in universities with national defense education characteristics needs to be guiding, typical, representative, and able to trigger the resonance of college students. Aviation and national defense culture the Chinese nation the arduous and difficult aviation and national defense practice in the precipitation of wisdom is Chinese nation under the leadership of the Communist Party of China forged into the unique spiritual genes of the Chinese nation, contains a very rich soul nurturing resources, for the construction of college civic education course provides a more basic, deeper, more lasting cultural and spiritual power.

As a core course for cultivating young students' worldviews, outlook on life, and values, the most fundamental thing is to comprehensively implement the Party's education policy, and solve the fundamental problem of what kind of people to train, how to train people, and for whom to train people. In the process of promoting the construction of Civics and Political Science courses in colleges and universities in the new era, it is reasonable to actively promote the aviation and national defense culture, and take the rich aviation and national defense cultural resources as the core resources of the colleges and universities with special features of national defense education. As the spiritual and cultural form of the ideology and political science class, it continues the spiritual gene of aviation and national defense, consolidates the teaching content of the ideology and political science class, and constantly plays the role of the key courses, so that the aviation and national defense culture can become a powerful spiritual and cultural driving force for the comprehensive construction of a modern socialist country and the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation through Chinese-style modernization.

2. The Practical Path of The New Era of Aviation National Defence Culture into The Ideological and Political Education of Colleges and Universities Featuring National Defence Education

The historical process of the evolution of New China's aviation and defense culture not only presents the great victories and achievements made in the struggle and construction of China's aviation and defense cause but also fully demonstrates the CPC's role as the "active leader and practitioner of advanced socialist culture."[1]. Leading the vast number of aviators, the people's army, and the general public to carry forward the spirit of patriotism and the invaluable spiritual character of the revolutionary genes, cultivating and generating a new aviation defense culture. Incorporating aviation and national defense culture into the ideological and political courses of colleges and universities with national defense education characteristics has provided a powerful spiritual force, valuable experience, and high-quality cultural resources for the CPC to lead the Chinese people to march forward towards the realization of the second hundred-year goal, accelerate the construction of aviation and national defense, promote the dissemination of aviation and national defense culture in the new era, and cultivate the soul of the people with Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era.

2.1. Constructing a classroom-based channel parenting mechanism

Integration of aviation and national defense culture into national defense education characteristics of the ideological and political courses in colleges and universities, first of all, should be Xi Jinping Thought on Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era as the core, to play the role of the main channel of the classroom, and to further strengthen the ideological and political courses of the teachers' team construction. So that teachers of ideological and political courses constantly enhance the "four consciousnesses", firm "four self-confidence", "two maintenance", always in the political position, political direction, political principles, political road, and always in the political position, political direction, political principles, political road, and always in the political position. The CPC Central Committee, with Comrade Xi Jinping at its core, has always been highly consistent in political stance, political direction, political principles, and political path. First, with the implementation of a three-dimensional learning mode, the college's ideological and political courses can use the network platform to design different modules to provide students with multi-faceted aviation national defense culture teaching resources, and at the same time to establish a lecture, learning, practice, sublimation of college ideological and political courses training mode.

Secondly, teachers rely on the main channel of the classroom to sort out the key points of aviation national defense culture, systematize the knowledge system of aviation national defense culture, combine the online students' learning performance and interactive communication feedback, focus on solving the learning difficulties and highlighting the key points of learning, and help the students to form a logical and hierarchical theoretical structure of aviation national defense culture, so as to promote the integration of aviation national defense culture into the Civics classroom of colleges and universities.

Thirdly, through the construction of a scientific and reasonable mechanism for educating people through the Civics classroom. By digging deep into the resources of aviation national defense culture, taking the main chain of aviation national defense culture as the leader, and taking the construction of aviation national defense culture case library as the grasping hand, we can comprehensively excavate the elements of the aviation national defense culture for the cultivation of people and constantly consolidate the rationality of the integration of aviation national defense culture into the construction of civic and political classes.

2.2. Developing a field-based practical teaching mechanism

Practice teaching is an important part of the teaching of college civics courses, and it has always been the difficulty
and hot spot of the teaching reform of civics courses. At present, there are some problems in the theoretical research and operational level of the practical teaching of aviation national defense culture in the civics course of colleges and universities with national defense education characteristics. Therefore, based on the integration of aviation national defense culture into the construction of the civic politics course of colleges and universities with national defense education characteristics, it is of profound practical significance to continuously promote the reform and innovation of the course's civic politics teaching.

Firstly, the practical teaching activities of aviation national defense culture should be carried out in multi-field scenarios, such as organizing college students to visit the history museums of aviation colleges and universities, patriotic education bases of aviation industry, and carrying out field research activities of aviation national defense education bases, so as to make the teaching of aviation national defense culture hierarchical, systematic, in-depth, and effective; secondly, colleges and universities, especially aviation colleges and universities, should strive to build a comprehensive coverage with distinctive aviation characteristics, rich in types of curriculum ideological and political system, schools, society and families in the same direction, to build a full, full-curriculum nurturing of people in the form of aviation and national defence culture teaching and learning, and to continue to carry out the fundamental task of establishing morality and educating the people in a high quality of personnel training.

Thirdly, the CPC party history education and aviation defence culture are synergistic, universities can integrate the advanced deeds of aviation heroes and aviation leaders into the party history learning and education, and organise and carry out party history knowledge competitions to promote the aviation defence culture. The CPC party history education and aviation defence culture are synergistic, and the combination of the aviation defence culture with the party history learning and education is an important way of arming the mind with scientific theories, guiding the practice, and establishing morality and cultivating the human being, which has an important theoretical, practical and practical significance to promote the aviation defence culture and to cultivate the patriotic sentiments.
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